
9.	 Receipts to Outlay.	 The two circuits, basic and surplus,

defined in the forego .Lng section, have now to be examined part by

part. A convt:niient point of departure is had in the op-rations

of the supply functions. There the principal agents are entre-

preneurs each offt whom at any time is conducting one, or perhaps

several, units of enterprise. By a unit of enterprise is meant

some fully determinate and, as far ns it goes, complete contri-

bution to the productive process. It is complete in the sense

that it is not merely the contribution of labour, or of capital,

or of management; but it may be incomplete in the sense that it

is not a final product but only some partial good or service in

the process towards final products. It is fully determinate:

it is specified not by the entrepreneur but by the precise nature

of the contribution as, for instance, it would be described in an

order or a contract; further it is specified as a basic or a surplus

contribution according as it stands, in point of fact, in the lowest

or any higher correlation with elements in an emergent standard of

living.

Now any unit of enterprise % involves two component determinations

of its monetary magnitude. For at any given time the unit is being

operated on some definite scale, and over a period of time operations

are repeated every so often. This is conspicuous in such a matter

as construction: a ship-builder will have so many ships under pro-

0 duction at once; and to build a ship will take so many days. But

even when the productive process approximites to continuity, as on

an assembly line, there is no continuity of payments. As contri-

butions are completed and sold, payments are received; as immediate



factors of production are regarded and as contributions of other

entrepreneurs are taken over, payments are made. But between pay-

ments made and payments received there is a lag in which the same

two dimensions re-appear. Each unit of enterprise requires a

quantity of monetary circulating capital that varies with variations

in the scale of operations, say, with the number of products under

process at once and with variations in their costs. Andt this

quantity of money has a frequency of use that is incrensed by more

rapid, decreased by less rapid, production and sales. The two

components of the unit of enterprise will be referred to as turnover

magnitude and turnover frequency.

It follows that accelerations of the basic and of the surplus

stages of the process are either or both accelerations of turnover
or/	 accelerations of

magnItudes/and/turnover freluencies. In the former case more money

is brought into, or withdrawn from, circulation. In the latter case

the money in circulation moves more or . less rapidly.



factors of production are rewarded and as contributions of other

entrepreneurs are taken over, payments are made. Between payments

made and payments received there is a lag that varies with variations

in the time tONVitTlt4 required to produce and sell a unit contribution.

Further the maximum quantity of money involved in this lag varies

with the scale of operations, with the number of unit contributions

under process at once. Finally, each unit of enterprise haste

to have at call a quantity of monetary circulating capital equal

to the maAimu# quantity involved in its lag; this capital increases

or decreases with chanp7es in the scale of operations; and it has

a frequency of use that is increased by more rapid, decreased by

less papid production and sales.

Let us name these two components of the unit of enterprise

its turnover magnitude and its turnover frequency. Turnover

magnitude is a quantity of monetary:circulating capital employed

by the unit of enterprise. Turnover frequency is the number of

times, say per year, that the employment of capital and the scale

of operations are repeated. On the assumption of a constant process

the scale of operations multiplied by the turnover frequency would

give the total annual product, and the quantity of circulating capital

multiplied by turnover frequency would give  the total annual volume

of business. However,

a12-6-11-st—Q,Ft-teklA-1-re the point of interest is not the constant

but the accelerating process in which turnover rianitudes and

frequencies are increasing or decreasing.

To obtain some notion of the accelerating process, let us take

any unit of enterprise, i, and consider it as a series of turnovers  

0 



with any two successive turnovers numbered and k respectively.

Now the magnitude of the turnovers mirrht be measured either by

payments received or by payments made, but the most convenient

line of approach seems to be a comparison between payments received

in the earlier turnover and payments made in the later. The

payments received in the earlier are either basic or surplus,

final or transitional payments; they may be denoted as fl i p Arl j ,

j' Ti p ;T i 	T • since the unit of enterprise, 1, is either basic or
in arl Optiulir case.

surplus, two of these four terms are always zero; and since any

given unit regularly sells its contribution either directly to

final buyers or directly to other entrepreneurs, usually three of

the terms are zero. Again, the payments made in the later turnover

are either basic or surplus, initial or transitional payments;

they may be denoued by 	 ol	 o" 	 t ik '	 •ik' ik° ik' ik'

with reference to any particular instance of the unit, i, only .

the basic or the surplus terms are relevant, though most units

make both transitional and initial payments. Now even though

the profits of the previous turnover are part of the initial

payments of the later turnover, there is no need of payments

received in the previous turnover bein7, equal to payments made

in the later turnover. For the scale of operations may be increased

or decreased, involving a positive or negative increment of monetary

circulating c:Tital; further, the payments received in the previous

turnover may contain a windfall profit or loss which is not passed

on to income through tpana initial payments but transferred to or

covered from a reserve fund; and again this is in effect a decrease

or increase of monetary circulating capital understood as the money



The limits of the above summation define the standard "turnover

interval" which is henceforth to replace the standard "calendar or

interval lic!' of the initial definitions. This turnover

int.rval does not begin and end at the same instant with respect to

all payments. On the contrary, with respect to the payments made

or received by each unit of enterprise, i, it begins when turnover,

1, begins, and it ends when turnover, n, ends. Thus in time it

has ragged edges. On the other hand, each successive turnover

interval fits perfectly into its predecessor; for the turnovers, n,

of the preceding interval are the turnovers, 0, of the succeeding

interval. Finally, the distinction between basic and surplus stages

of the productive process should mot prevent the necessity of

taking meaninglessly long intervals to give each unit of enterprise

at least one turnover during the interval.

Thtre remains the matter of simplifying equations (26) and 44
(27). Consider then the following,

n=	 (tt - Ti p )i

=	 212: (tl i - T" )iji 1

where the expressions on the right-hand side are taken from

equations (26) and (27) and represent respectively the difference

between basic transitional payments made and basic transitional

payments received during the turnover interval, and the difference

between surplus transitional payments made and surplus transitional

payments received during the turnover interval. Evidently, on the

supposition of synchronized turnovers, such that each turnover, 1,

began at the same instant and each turnover, n, ended at the same

instant, K' and K" would each be equal to zero. For while the

(28)

(29)



transitional payments received and the transitional payments Peoelved-

made differ with respect to any one enterprise, they are exactly

the same with respect to an aggregate of all enterprises that

make transitional payments to one another. And the definitions

have been worked out so that only basic enterprises make or

rece.Lve basic transitional payments and only surplus enterprises

maket or receive surAplus transitional payments. Hence, on the
k./

supposition of synthronized turnovers, K' and K" are each zero.

However, apart from that supposition K' and K" are arbi-

trary constants. The ragged edges in time of the turnover interval
be

make it possible for transitional payments toAmade during the

interval but received before or after it; and similarly they

make it possible for transitional payments to be received during

the interval but made before or after it. For the expression

"during the interval" is not univocal when the interval 1egins

and ends at a series of different dates, according to the enter-

prise that makes or receives the payments. Although there is
wilkk

a probability, thatincreases with the number of enterprises

concerned to the effect that payments made but not received

tend to cancel against payments received but not made during

the interval, no amouht of probability will insure that in

each interval K' and K" are zero. It remains that they are

arbitrary constants rusulting from the lack of synchronization

of the turnovers. For, first, they disappear on the supposition

of synchronization, and so they cannot be the result of- accelerations

of the process in the sense that they are necessary factors of any

such acceleration,. But again they constitute no real problem:

there always is some enterprise that receives payments made or
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and final payments of expenditure, DR. But there is no similar

expectation with regard to DS, dR, dT, which depend upon the

acceleration of turnov er ma7nitudes: it may happen that they are

each zero; it may happen that they are each negative; and even

if they are positive, the increase in DO and DH is a multiple,

depending on turnover frequency, of the increase in turnover

magnitude. Hence, at a first approximation, the interpretation

of equations (24) and (25) lies in 9(414 equating the large sums,

DO and DR, and again in equating the small sums, DS and (dR * dT).

More generally the difference (DO' - DR') and the difference

(DO" - DR") is a lag. There is no need that DO and DR be exactly

equal in each interval. But it is necessary that they keep pace.

When DR is smaller that DO, entrepreneurs are not getting back

their outlays; they reduce perforce their scale of opei-ations;

acid that reduces DO till it is as small as DR. Again, when DR

is grater than DO, :	 ' •

woo	 +fig then aggreu;ate expenditure is greater than

aggregate earnings (where earnings include undistributed profits,

allocations to sinking funds, even imaginary depreciation charges);

the possibility of this is a negative DS representing a contracting

scale of op-rations when entrepreneurs have a maximum stimulus

to increase their scale of operations; the supposition is a little

fantastic. Hence while there may be a lag between DO and DR,

there can be no more than a lag. The two have to keep pace.

Ln conclusion, the circuit equations (24) and (25) equate

DS' to the lag of basic final payments behind basic initial payments,

plus the aggregate increment per interval in basic final turnover

magnitudes, plus the aggregate increment per interval in basic



d) Alternative Form of the Summations. 	Equations (18) and (19)

were reduced to the form of equations (23) and (24) by intro-

ducing increments in final payments and transitional payments

received, as defined by equations (20) to (23). This trans-
it% order

formation was effected tf4a-Ahe4.o. all the terms of the equations

• ,11"t
turnover equations refer to the same turnover. However the same

A

result might have been obtained by introducing increments in

initial and transitional payments made and also increments in

the equating sums of money. Such a transformation would involve

six defining equations as follows,

makes payments received; the difference between transitional paymbnts

made and transitional payments received at the end of one turnover

interval is always cancelled exactly by an opposite difference

at the beginning of the next interval. Further, no matter what

the length of the interval and no matter what accelerations or

decelerations occur during the interval, the values of K 1 and K"

depend solely upon the series of dates at which the turnover

series of the interval begins and end, and these values can

always be modified so that a cancellation results by a suitable

modification of the series of dates. Accordingly, one is led to

conclude that K 1 and K" are mere constants of integration, and

that the significance of equations (28) and (29) is that they

provide the means of calculating these constants.

di
i 	=	 i	 .11

	

jI	 ij	 ij'

di"	 =	 i"	 -	 i"

	

ijI	 ij	 ijt

dt 1 	=	 t	 -	 tf
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9. Circuit Acceleration. 	On the assumption of cross-over

equilibrium (DO = 0) the basic andth the surplus circuits operate

independently. The basic circuit is a function of DR', DS 1 , DO',

DI', DD', DE' and the surplus circuit is a function of DR", DIS"

DO", DI", DD", DE". Further, of the six variables of each circuit,

the pairs, DE' and DR', DE" and DR", are no more than equivalent

aspects of basic and surplus final payments; while with cross-over

equilibrium, DI' equals DO' and DI" equals DO"; thus each circuit

is reduced to four independent variables. It remains that four

independent variables leave a great deal of indeterminacy, and it

is the purpose of the present section to shew that, in the main,

DD' and DD" are zero, that DE' keeps pace with DO' and DE" keeps

pace with DO", and that variations in DO' depend upon DS' while

variations in DO" depend upon DS".

One mg may begin by noting an historical fact: the exchange

economy has an appetite for ever more money. It has developed

bills of exchange and discounting houses, the political policy of

mercantilism, the gold standard with a fiduciary issue of notes,

banking and bank credit and, finally, the elimination of automatic

limits on quantity of money by the elimination of the gold standard.

In each case the effect of the device was to make available in

greater quantities the means of payment
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factors of production are rewarded and as-the contributions of other

entrepreneurs are taken over, payments are made. Now between payments

made and paymmts received there is a gap: at any time it is ad

deep as the difference between payments nude and payments received,

and it is as broad as the time taken to product and sell a unit

contribution



factors of production are rewarded and as the contributions of other

entrepreneurial units are taken over, payments are made. Between

payments made and payments received there is a gap, as deep as

the magnitude of the payments and as broad'as the lenr7th of time

taken to produce and sell a unit contribution

0



Certain points are to be noted. The equality of outlay and

expenditwe does not exclude profits: profits are the part of

initial payments which entrepreneurs pay themselves; that part

may be as large as you please even though outlay and expenditure

remain equal. What is excluded by the equality of outlay and

expenditure is that there is no element of outlay that is not

spent, either in itself or in its equivalent, without the dis-

appearance of that elemtn element on the next round of outlay.

C



Combining equations (65) and (93), (66) and (94),

the correlation of turnover differences in the form,

D2R' s D28! n D20t 4 T 1 	(95)

D2R" f DDS" = D20" 4 T"	 (96)

where T 1 and T" are adjustment factors tending to zero as a statis-

tical average. Nov it has been shewn that over a series of intervals

in which Dirt' or DM" is positive, zero, or negative, res.ectively
an averan,e

D2R' or D2R" will be positive,/zero, or negative. A3ute with D 25'

at zero, or again with D2S" at zero, and apart from incidental

adjustments Tr and T", D2R' and D20' are equal, and again D2R"

and D20" are equal.
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velocities both of income and of expenditure, since the turnover

period is a matter both of production, which yields income, and

of sale, which postuli,tes expenditure; and the turnover frequencies

cannot be too fast for the demand functions since, if they were,

expenditure would not be keeping pace, sales would be falling

behind, slid the turnovers would not be completed, and the more

rapid turnover frequency would not exist.

With theseutwo theorems one may now approach the deduction

of the nature of circulation trends by considering the equations,

DM 1 - DA' = D2RI	 D2Tv
	

(71)

DM" - DA" = D2R" • D2T"	 (72)

From the concomitance of final and transitional payments, it

follows tlan-tA3211.1-aNdj 2Z....whthey‘jaks-rplids-4,1...A.V12.

be,Wn,t1Isieh— . follows that D2R' and D2TI, and again

that D2R" and D2T" will in rTeneral be of the same sign. From

the fact that rates of absorption are relatively small means of

adjustment, it follows that a positive DM ► over a sories of

intervals will be accompanied by positive turnover differences

D2R' and D2T 1 , that a negative DM , over a series of intervals

will be accompanied by negative turnover differences D 2R' and D2T',

that a positive DM" over a series of intervals will he accom-

panied by a positive D2R" and D2T", that a negative DM" over a

series of intervals will be accompanied by a negative D 2R" as.d le T",

•	 '"'"'"'"""-""
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The fifth theorem is that turnover frequencies are resultatit

and'not initiating factors of acceleration. The meaning is that,

granted the existence of an acceleration, then changes in turnover

frequency may be expented. In an expansion one may expect increasing

efficiency of production and sales; in a contraction one may expect

decreasing efficiency of production and sales. Inversely, one

cannot expect a change in efficiency to be the initiating principle

of an expansion or a contraction. The reason for the tendency,

and no more than a tendency is asserted, is that change in turnover

frequency



that the emergence of exchange-values is a componbnt part of the

productive process, and that there are payments within the process

in the sense that they constitute that part of the process.

Such payments are termed operative. They are as much operations

as any other operation within the process. They are as much

component parts of the process as any other component part,

indeed more so, for they are the ultimate and decisive part of

every completed forward movement of the process.

The correlation, then, between operative payments and the

productive process is immediate and intrinsic. Operative payments

are the immanent manifestation, the constitutent comronent, of
emerging

the process itself inasmuch as it is a process of/exchange-values.

It follows that such payments stand in a net-work that is congruent

with the proprietary net-work which ownership throws over the

process; that they recur with the recurrence of the routines of

the process; that, in the main, they vary with variations in the

volume of those routines. It follows further that, since every

element within the process has its price and, as an emergent

exchange-value, commands a payment therefore the sections of

the process give grounds for a division of operative payments,

that as there is basic section, so there are basic operative

payments, and as there is a surplus section, so also there are

surplus operative payments. If follows finally that, since the

surplus section has to do with the acceleration of the economy,

and the basic section has to do with the main velocity of the

economy, namely, the velocity that is proportionate to the standard

of living in a point-to-point correspondence, therefore surplus

operative payments stand in a circulation related to the acceleration

and basic operative payments stand'in a circulation related to the

°



denied that such payments may mean much more than that. (AO&

redistributive OWyfrftnta exchanges may have repercussions on
current production: incidental re-sales of durable goods prevent

sales of new gOods. Again, redistributive exchanges may mark the

re-entry of goods into the process: junk is a source of raw

materials; an organized second-hand trade, apart from its

purchases, is a part of the productive process. Further,

redistributive exchanges may be highly significant indices of

industrial and commercial situations: the movements of stock

and security (as distinct from investment) markets are cases

in point. But it is one thing to have repercussions on current

production, and quite another to he the current production which

the repercussions affect. It is one thing for goods to re-enter

the productive process, and quite another for them to be already

part of the process. It is one thing to be a highly significant

index on the condition of something else, and quite another to

• be the something else. However closely related to current

production, redistributive payments are not constitubnt and

component parts of it. Redistributive payments are non-operative

payments. They constitute exchange-values outside the productive

process.

it has been said that while surplus paymepts have to do with

the acceleration and basic payments with the main velocity of

the process, redistributive payments are an indidental, a constant

of integration. As far as regards redistributive payments, this

statement is only the first approximation of the analysis. It

affirms what is true of redistributive payments in the mass, namely,

that they merely redistribute titles to ownership. But it will

appear later that xadix some redistributive payments, in a free,

as opposed to a dictatorially controlled, exchange economy,



velocity . of the economy.

So much for basic and surplus operative payments. They

exist on two conditions: first, there must be a productive process
a

with a basic and/surplus section; second, both sections of the

process muet involve an emergence of exchange-values. These

conditions are not fulfilled in every economy. Primitive fruit-

gatherers have a productive process, gathering fruit, but this

process has only a basic section. Primitive hunters and fishers,

inasmuch as they make spears and nets, have a productive process

with both sections. However, in neither case need there be any

emergence of value-in-exchange but only of value-in-use. It is

only with further technical•, political, and cultural developments

that value-in-exchange appears 6144€17---44--t04-1Mr–erPerTret-T—Ir
boAJ

ap+e-a.the-ert.-f-14..st-e*-13yn the basic section and ladmr. in the

surplus section. it remains, none the less, that the existence

of both surplus and basic operative payments can be doubted only

in rather elementary forms of economic development.

Besides operative there are also redistributive payments.

Their existence results from the fact that property is a wider

category than the goods and services of the current process.

As already noted, thee are natural resources presupposed by
O

the current production of any time; these may be owned and sold

and paid for. Again, there are the durable products of past

production: houses and motor-cars, factories and machinery, do

0 .	 not dissolve into dust as soon as they are produced and paid

for; they continue to exist and to be owned; and they may be

sold again. The payments involved in such sales and re-sales

are termed redistributive, for, at least, they change ownership,

they make the-ewnep Brown the owner instead of Smith. It is nil



constitute an even higher determinant of the total movement of

the economy than surplus payments (see p.	 ).

The remaining questions regard the sub-division of basic

and surplus payments into initial, transitienal, and final.

An account has to be given of ultimate prices and of simultaneous

and successive price-building. It will be recalled that the

productive process includes an emergence ofexchange-values.

Price-building is the summation of the exchange-values that

emerge per unit product or service.	 Usually this summation

is a double summation, so that there is a distinction between

the simultaneous price-building of the first summation and the

successive price-building of the second summation. The simul-

taneous price-building of the first summation adds together the

exchange-values per unit product or service resulting from the

immediate cooperation of several factors within a single entre-

preneurial unit. In its gene-alized form this summation is of

the exchan-e-valua per unit of the contributions of labour,

management, and capital equipment. The successive price-building

of the second summation adds together the first summations that

refer to the same product or service at its present stage of

the productive process. The simplest example of such second

summations is had when the same material is owned successively

by a number of entrepreneurial units; then second summations

occur when the third unit pays the first two, the fourth pays

the first three, the fifth pays the first four, and so forth.

Lastly, ultimate prices are second summations in their final

stage; and such a stage is final in the sense that any subsequent,

sale of the same object would be not operative but redistributive.

o,
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bases will again find, themselves without balls eventually. But

without further information one cannot say how rapidly the ultimate

event of being without balls will arrive. Further, the players

at the bases may make up, by a greater efficiency in pitching

and catching what balls they have, for any loss of balls they

may suffer, up to the ultimate moment when they have no balls

at all.

But despite this almost baffling indeterminacy, it remains

that there is a definite dynamic structure. There are hypotheses

on which the game can go awry; and this possibility constitutes

a fundamental determinacy for the structure. On that basis

either by adding further information about the nature of the

game or by adding further suppositions, a still greater deter-

minacy may be built.

0



third to second is (1 - G")D0", from third to home is COW".

As far as these movements are concerned, at the end of each

interval the groups at home and first have DO more balls than
Same

at the beginning of the/interval, while the groups at second

and third have DO less balls at the end of each interval than

at the beginning of the same interval, where

DO = G"DO" - G' DO

and so DG may be positive, zero, or negative. However, the

group at the pitcher's box is far from idle. In the course

of the interval it has made DD' more throws to home than

the group at home has made to it, DS' more throws to first

than first has made to it, DD" more throws to second than

second has made to it, and DS" more throws to third than third

has made to it. The result of these movements is that at

the respective bases there have been added to the home-first

circuit (DD' 4 DS') balls during the interval and also

there have been added to the second-third circuit (DD" 4 DS")

balls during the interval, where however any of these quantities

may be positive, zero, or negative.

Evidently, there is a high degree of indeterminacy to

0

	

	 events within such a dynamic structure. All one can say is

the game may go all awry. A largess-ovur difference

uncompensated by action from the pitcher's box mayxzx will

result sooner or later in depriving the groups at second and

third bases of all their balls, or if the cross-over difference

is large and negative,. it will result in depriving the groups

at home and first of all their balls. Similarly if the group

at the pitcher's box makes up its mind to seleunaM94. accumulate

balls, tossing back fewer than they receive, the groups at the



A schedule of relative values is a series of statements, each

to the effect that a certain quantity, say ql, is just worth While

0
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For the determining decisions are the decisions of entrepreneurs

to produce such and such goods or services in such and such quantities.

These decisions are based upon the present prices, that are costs,

and the estimated future prices, that will obtain in sales. But

both sets of prices are results of excham:es, so that the exchanges

supply the premises for the decisions and, further, the actual,

as opposed to the estimated, future prices are a control of entre-

preneurial decisions. If the market is misjudged, there follow
in so far as

losses; only /f it is judp:ed rightly, are there profits. However,

the actual future prices are an independent control of entrepreneurial

decisions, only when the entrepreneur himself cannot control the

future prices  

• C



constitute an even higher determinant of the total movement of

the economy than surplus payments.

The remaining questions regard the sub-divisions of both

basic and surplus payments into initial, transitional, and final.

A brief account has to be given of simultaneous and successive

price-building and of ultimate prices. Let us begin with the

example of a commodity handled successively by a mining company,

a processing company, wholesalers, and retailers. Let us postulate

separate accounts of receipts and payments of each successive

entrepeeneurial unit with respect to that commodity, and let losses

be counted as negative profits. Consider then the series of

payments of consumers to retailers, retailers to wholesalers,

wholesalers ix the processing company, and the processing company

to the mining company. Each of these successive payments will

be smaller than its predecessor and the difference will be the

costs and profits of the intervening firm. It follows that

the gross receipts of retailers are the summation of the costs

and profits of all four groups of firms; the gross receipts of

wholesalers are the summation of the costs and profits of the

remaining three groups; •nd so forth, until we come to the

mining company, where ex hypothesi gross recipts receipts are

identical with costs and profits. But, further, in each case

the costs and profits are themselves summations. Let us take

costs in the very na ' row sense of payments made to other firms,

such as railways, power companies, and so forth



7.	 The Exchange Economy. 	In any economy, that has developed

beyond the level of primitive fruit-qathering, it is possible to

verify the existence of a productive process with basic and sur-

plus stages. But, further, since at any time there are deter-

mimite quantities of goods and services in process, it also

is possible to verify the existence of human decisions respon-

sible for that selection of quantities. Now decisions of this

type have an extremely interesting general form
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constitute an even higher determinant of the total movement of the

economy than surplus payments.

The remaining questions regard the sub-divisions of basic

and of surplus payments into initial, transitional, and final.

A brief account has to be given of ultimate prices, of simultaneous

and successive price-building. It will he most convenient to begin

from an example. Let us suppose that the productive process of

pins involves the activity of mining companies, railways, manu-

facturers, railways, wholesalers, railways, retailers; further

suppose that there are separate accounts of receipts and payments

of each of 'these entrepreneurial units with respect to seek

their several contributions to the supply of pins.



constitute an even higher determinant.of the total movement of

the economy than surplus payments. Thus it is by redistributive

payments that new combi:lations of production factors are effected

and new firms emerge; fur ther, banking and other financial operations

mobilize money for industry and commerce; but,

apart from interest payments and their equivalents which are the

reward of services and so operative, IWO such transactions are

redistributive, not component parts of the process but events

which, however significant, take place outside it.
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constitute an even higher determinat of the total movement of the

economy than surplus payments. Thus it is by redistributive payments

that new combinations of production factors are effected. Again,

the principal part of financial operations is redistributive.

The interest, or its equivalent, is an operative payment rewarding

financial services. But movements of the principal, when financial

operations, are redistributive payments. They change the ownership
rhoneli

of a commodityhat either is created, and so to be assimilated to

natural rt:sources, or else is a siadote6444A40A second-hand article,

and so on another count an object of redistributive exchange.

7 I) 	I67`a
Cii( 1
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